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Every year 7 
million 

researchers 
worldwide..

..write 3m 
articles.

..each will 
take 3 months 

to reach 
publication…

..each article 
will have an 
average of 4 

authors…

..and will 
have been 
edited 10 

times.

Even then, it 
faces a 50% 
chance of 
rejection.

1,5 million 
research articles 
per year appear

That’s one every 
3 minutes

Average 
researcher is 
reading 300+ 

articles per year.*

“Researchers can 
spend up to 31% 

of time on 
content related 

activities” **

The global research challenge
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Scopus: the eye on global research

What do 
we do?

Global, 
interdisciplinary, 

curated 
coverage

..allied with 
smart search 

and tools..

..to track, 
analyze and 

measure 
research

Who 
do we 
work 
with?

.. content 
from > 
5,000 

publishers
.

.. clients at 
> 3,000 

institutions

.. >3m  
researchers 

and 
scholars per 

month

.. funding, 
and 

ranking 
orgs

“Awareness 

amongst 

researchers: 

55%”
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Leading university rankings rely on data, metrics and 

insights from  Elsevier to aid their decision making
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What exactly are research metrics anyway? 

Research metrics are a set of methods to quantitatively analyse research 
outputs. 

Beware: the limitations of metrics

1. Metrics-based targets and performance measures are by no means the 
only targets and performance measures.

2. No one source (database) from which metrics are calculated is 100% 
complete (or even 100% accurate).

3. Metrics are largely constrained to quantifying the scientific or academic 
impact of research. 

4. The real-world value of some of the metrics may be questionable and can 
easily result in confusion between cause and correlation.
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Research metrics indicate many different ways of being 

good

Research Metrics input should always rely on at least 2 metrics that ideally 

reflect distinct ways of performing excellently
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Metrics can play a valuable (but not exclusive) role in 

the process of identifying, setting and monitoring 

research performance. 

Collaboration strategy

Outputs Funding

Student numbers

Research Quality

2
1

3

Rankings
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Research metrics as Key Performance Indicators

Many universities choose and align metrics with their long term 

institutional strategy.

Typical KPI’s we see are

% of outputs in top 10% most cited worldwide

Number of publications per year

% of outputs via international collaboration

% of outputs in Journal metric top quartiles
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Collaboration Strategy
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Why do researchers collaborate? 

Maximize outputs 
and outcomes

Funding, 
talent and 
equipment

Share 
knowledge 

across 
disciplinary 
boundaries

Address 
complex 
problems
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Co-authorship is a useful indicator of collaboration

International 
collaboration 
involving 2 or more 
different countries
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The proportion of internationally collaborative articles is 

increasing

Source: SciVal analysis of Scopus data, May 2017

20.8% of all articles were internationally 

collaborative in 2016, up from 15% in 2004
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Research-intensive universities have high levels of 

international collaboration

Research-intensive universities have significantly higher international collaboration rates. E.g. 2016:

• Russell Group: 54.8%

• LERU: 53.6%

• Group of Eight (Australia): 51.8%

• Association of American Universities: 36.8%

• RU11 (Japan): 30.4%

• World: 20.8%
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Introducing Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI)

FWCI indicates how the number of citations received by an entity’s 

publications compares with the average number of citations received 

by all other similar publications in the data universe

- A FWCI of 1.00 indicates that the entity’s publications have been cited 

exactly as would be expected based on the global average for similar 

publications

- The UK has a FWCI of 1.57 between 2012-2016 

- The European Union has a FWCI of 1.25 for the same period
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Limitations of FWCI

Not recommended for small publication sets (such as a 

researcher’s output) - Entities are small so that the metric may 

fluctuate significantly and appear unstable over time. Field-Weighted 

Citation Impact calculates an average value, and these types of 

calculations are strongly influenced by outlying publications in a small 

data set

FWCI is a time dependent metric, recently published material where 

the short time that has passed since publication will reduce the 

reliability of basing decisions on citation information. 
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International collaboration correlates strongly with 

publication impact

Switzerland

Source: SciVal analysis of Scopus data, May. 2017
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Academic - corporate collaboration correlates strongly 

with publication impact

Switzerland

Source: SciVal analysis of Scopus data, May. 2017
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University of Oxford 2012-2016 (FWCI 2.31)

Source: SciVal analysis of Scopus data, May. 2017
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Quality and output
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Analysing performance at a discipline level

A metrics analytics tool such as SciVal can drill down to the 

performance of an institution in a particular discipline.

Article metrics Where you publish
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Case study – Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

We can find out were strengths lie, and identify areas for improvement
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Case study – Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

Computer Science is a strong area of research at the university (FWCI 

1.18), however it is not the strongest.

Using metrics we can gather some information to inform future 

strategy. 

Document Type Publications FWCI % of Outputs in 

top 10% most 

cited (FW)

Article 1307 1.36 13.8

Conference paper 1804 1.02 9.8

Source: SciVal analysis of Scopus data, May. 2017 Date range used 2012-2016
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Case study – Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

In which journals is the research being published?

What are the journal metrics?
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Alternatives
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What other metrics could be taken into consideration?

Views

Publications will accumulate Scopus views a lot sooner and faster than 

citations. Recent publications with high numbers of views can indicate 

the following:

1- the attention the publication is receiving will translate to citations in 

the future

2- the attention may be indicative that the publication is heavily 

debated and may be retracted

Views is a useful metric to qualify publications published near a 

submission deadline. 
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What other metrics can be take into consideration

Views
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What other metrics could be taken into consideration?

Patents

Patent citations could indicate the impact of a publication on industry. 

Patent citations typically take much longer to accumulate than  

academic literature citations, so the chances are that  earlier  

publications may have them.

Also they will be present in mainly STEM subjects.
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What other metrics can be take into consideration

Plum Analytics

Plum prints are now available on Scopus records. They can provide 

insights into the ways people interact with individual pieces of research 

output (articles, conference proceedings, book chapters, and many 

more) in the online environment. Examples include, when research is 

mentioned in the news or is tweeted about.
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What other metrics can be take into consideration

Plum Analytics

Usage – A way to signal if anyone is reading the articles or otherwise using the research. 
Usage is the number one statistic researchers want to know after citations.

Examples: clicks, downloads, views, library holdings, video plays 

Captures – Indicates that someone wants to come back to the work. Captures can be an 
leading indicator of future citations.

Examples: bookmarks, code forks, favourites, readers, watchers

Mentions – Measurement of activities such as news articles or blog posts about 
research. Mentions is a way to tell that people are truly engaging with the research.

Examples: blog posts, comments, reviews, Wikipedia links, news media

Social media -This category includes the tweets, Facebook likes, etc. that reference the 
research. Social Media can help measure “buzz” and attention.  Social media can also be 
a good measure of how well a particular piece of research has been promoted.

Examples: +1s, likes, shares, tweets

Citations – This is a category contains both traditional citation indexes such as Scopus, 
as well as citations that help indicate societal impact such as Clinical or Policy Citations.

Examples: citation indexes, patent citations, clinical citations, policy citations 
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What other metrics can be take into consideration

Plum Analytics
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Pure/SciVal integration
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Populate SciVal with departmental structures in just a 

few clicks

• Start analyzing faster. Use data from other systems 

such as Pure to feed SciVal

• Save time and money. Create department structures in 

SciVal with just a few clicks 

• Give your colleagues a head start. Share the 

departments and researchers you’ve created with your 

colleagues and give them an instant analysis starting 

point

SciVal provides powerful tools to analyze researchers, groups and departments. 

The population of researchers and departments can be done through quick and easy spreadsheet 

imports and via a deeper Pure integration.
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You need to request a Secret key 

from your support team.

Once configure, you need to 

specify which roles have access 

to the SciVal integration.  If you 

select Users with SciVal Access 

role, you need to ensure that 

some users have this role.  

Administrators also need the role 

to be able to export document or 

person set to SciVal.

Set up
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Select a group of researchers
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Summary
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Summary

Collaboration is a fundamental aspect of research

International collaboration is growing globally

International collaboration is strongly correlated to citation impact

Citation impact is one of the performance indicators used in the 
academic rankings.

Top ranked universities worldwide are increasing their international 
collaboration rate at a higher pace than their overall scientific output
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Summary

Proxies for quality such as FWCI can be useful to spot strengths and 
weaknesses

Your most prolific discipline may not be the strongest

A publication strategy can raise awareness of where your competitors 
are publishing and new journals that your researchers may not know 
about.

Think hard for each discipline what the output should be? 

Do you publish in the right sources?
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Summary

We believe research metrics can provide guidance and indicators to 

support strategy and enhance performance over time.

We recommend not to use research metrics in isolation, they work best 

if used in combination with other metrics and triangulated with expert 

opinion and peer review.
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Thank you.

c.martinez@elsevier.com 

@CEDMartinez

nl.linkedin.com/in/cedmartinez


